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Abstract: This paper that is drawn from a research as a country report funded by UNESCO explores how transversal skills (T.S) are integrated in the curriculum of Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET), focusing on teaching and assessment of T.S and its factors influencing practices at four vocational colleges and schools and a tourism enterprise in Central Vietnam. Drawn upon the classroom and workshop observations, interviews of leaders, teachers, supervisors, and staff, and documentary analysis, this research aims to set a light of teaching and assessment of T.S and give suggestions to stakeholders. Findings show although T.S being imparted in Vietnamese TVET schools, teaching, learning and assessment activities of those skills are not really effective. Additionally, no specific policies or frameworks for T.S in Vietnam have been developed. Therefore, closer collaboration and exchange between TVET institutions and industry should be fostered with flexible career pathways and trainers in such institutions should work temporarily in companies to update their vocational competencies.
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1. Introduction

Transversal Skills are the key to job recruitment, and a prerequisite for young workers to new working environments apart from competences, working capacity or professional ability. According to UNESCO, T.S is the necessary skills for the job’s application and retaining which involve a wide range of skills needed for work and environments. Such T.S include problem-solving, communications, creativity, management and entrepreneurial capabilities [1]. In different circumstances and countries, T.S is refined to be associated with various skills such as soft skills, core skills, key skills, generic skills, core-curricular skills, or employability skills [2, 3].

Like Malaysia and Singapore, in Vietnam, T.S is popularly known as soft skills or life skills which have been referred as the most popular and widely used term [4, 5]. This term related to language use, socialized ability, the attitudes and behaviour applied in the communication between people. Some skills can be considered soft skills such as: communication skills, teamwork skills, leadership skills, public speaking skills, conflict solving skills, understanding and empathizing skills, negotiation skills, sale skills, team building skills, influencing skills, listening skills, and wisely refusing skills [4].

There is little research on Vietnamese TVET which contributes to the international literature [6]. Teaching T.S has not widely been applied in the Vietnamese education system. Particularly, the assessment of those skills seems to be neglected. Drawn on the observations, interviews with stakeholders and curriculum analysis, this research examines how T.S is taught and assessed in TVET and which factors affect the practices of those skills. Specifically, in the background of the research report, pedagogies, assessment,
supporting policies, and perceptions of leaders, teachers, supervisors, staff and students on T.S are explored. This paper additionally highlights the awareness of the importance of T.S teaching and assessment to the stakeholders.

This paper firstly introduces the national context, TVET school policies, and practices related to T.S. It then discusses pedagogies, assessment and perception of TVET stakeholders. It finally concludes with the policy suggestions for stakeholders.

2. Background of Transversal Skills in Vietnam

Since the release of Reform Policy (“Doi Moi”) in 1986, Vietnam has experienced significant economic growth, shifting the employment from the agriculture sector into higher productivity in industrialized sectors [7]. The national modernized and industrialized economy involves a change in workforce demands. However, Vietnam has faced critical challenges. One of the main challenges is related with its poor workforce quality and low productivity, specifically the paucity of employee’s relevant skills and their limited access to improve the required skills (i.e. transversal skills) [8].

Vietnam currently has an abundant workforce. However, its quality of the labour force is low in comparison with other countries in the region. According to a report on Labour Market Information Statistics in Vietnam at the first quarter of 2018, among 54 million employed labourers, there are only about 23.6 million of them spending at least 3-month training or owning a diploma or degree (General Statistics Office – [9]). The employment generation has been considered rather weak in Vietnam compared to the changing rate of economic expansion, [10]. The above report reveals the significant skills mismatches and the relevance of TVET [11]. Moreover, Vietnam’s labour productivity in 2017 was among the lowest in Asia although there was a growing signal, according to a recent report published [12]. Specifically, according to GSO, the 2017 Vietnam’s labour productivity is ranking only 1/3rd of Thailand and China, 1/16th of Malaysia and 1/18th of Singapore [13]. Those figures have created a push to improve the quality of labour force in the integration era of Vietnam. Despite the recent improvement in skill training in Vietnam, the vocational quality has not yet sufficiently satisfied the market needs in terms of professional skills, and soft skills; for example, industrial working capabilities, team-working. It is the fact that “more graduates have not been equipped with the skills needed for work nor have they sufficient knowledge for the society” [14]. Thus, compared to other countries, these limited skills and competencies have resulted in a large skill gap in Vietnamese workforce quality [15].

Policy and Transversal Skills Integration

While dealing with the skill gap between workforce quality and the inevitable changing demand of the industry, several actions and decisions have been made by the Government in vocational training. On December 30th, 2011, the Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) issued Circular No. 66/2011/TB-BGDDT on the course curriculum on communication skills in the training program at the technical secondary level [16]. Since then (2012-2013), communication skills have been taught in schools as the elective module with 2 credits [16].

In order to improve life skills activities, MOET also issued Circular No. 04/2014/TB - BGDDT dated February 28th, 2014 which regulated the management of Life Skills Education and extra-curricular activities [17]. However, there have been no formal and clear written guidelines for vocational training under the management of the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affair (MOLISA) or other ministries (i.e. Ministry of Transport), on teaching Soft Skills (transversal skills) in the vocational training institutions. In that context, in order to close the distance between vocational knowledge and working skills, there should have some trainings for students from the perception of vocational leaders [4].

Since the Government made decisions on public education and training, more action plans should be considered to reduce the distance between manpower and industry. Yet, to prepare a skilled workforce for the rapidly changing economy, many actors such as employers, educational institutions, students and the like are also responsible for changes in skill development [18].

3. Research Design

The qualitative approach that mainly includes observations, interviews, and document analysis techniques is applied in this research as it provides a thick description of the research’s issues [19]. Teaching and assessment of T.S such as communications skills, collaboration skills, and problem-solving skills at 4 vocational colleges and 1 tourist enterprise in Central Vietnam are investigated. These research sites taking charge of providing manpower for Central Vietnam - an emerging industrial area represent for major fields, including medicine, transport, tourism, and industry.

TVET curriculum frameworks, national and institutional development plans, strategies and policies on T.S are examined in this research. Additionally, 4 observations at classrooms and workshops at each research site are carried out to see how T.S is delivered and assessed. Semi-structured interviews including 2 teachers or supervisors and 2 leaders (1 leader of the training department who takes charge of training, curriculum allocation and 1 leader who manages all activities and proposes strategies and plans) are applied. The research findings reveal in the observation and documents are supported for validity in the interviews.

All data collected are coded (i.e. CL1: College 1; T: teacher, EN: Enterprise). Codes are analysed according to themes such as pedagogies, assessment, and policy suggestions.

Ethic consideration is also concerned when doing this research. The information sheet about the research is provided for all participants in order to ensure that they understand the purpose and their rights voluntarily taking part in this research.
This research is limited to exploring TS teaching and assessment in Central Vietnam. Therefore, generalising the proposals and findings to TS in Vietnam is difficult without making subjective judgments. However, it is acknowledged that the practices of TS in regions with their own economic focus may slightly vary from Central Vietnam where the research is conducted.


According to the UNESCO 2014 report on policy implications, one of the initial considerations into teaching transferable skills in TVET is how best to incorporate them into the curriculum [20]. Currently, there are three models of integrating TS into curriculum applied by the stakeholders of each country. Firstly, specific subjects include a well-defined entity within the formal curriculum such as a subject with specific goals and syllabuses for formal teaching. Secondly, cross subjects run across, infiltrates and/or underpins all “vertical subjects” (i.e. traditional school subjects). Lastly, extra-curricula make parts of school life and embed purposefully in all types of non-classroom activities. The differences between these three models are their delivery. While the first model is officially delivered with a curriculum framework and obviously recognised as a subject, the other models are imparted cross other core subjects and extra activities. For example, the subject on first aid techniques, communication skills with patients are also inserted in lessons. It doesn’t exist a separated subject or training program. As a result of vague policy guidelines, implementation of TS in TVET leaves rooms for improvement [20]. The school policies and practices in TS meet these definitional, operational, and systematic challenges.

In the definitional challenge, there is a lack of clarity in the scope as well as the desired outcomes of the teaching transversal competencies [21]. The operational one could be accounted for an additional burden on teachers, the lack of assessment mechanisms, incentives, budgets and the insufficiency of teaching/learning materials and teaching guides, and teachers’ capacity. The systematic one also involves the challenges such as large class sizes, overloaded curricula, pressures to achieve academic success, inconsistency with high-stake exams, lack of understandings among parents and other stakeholders, and overall school/community cultures.

4.1. Reflection of the Policies on Transversal Skills at Colleges

Being aware of the important roles of TS in the workplace, these skills as communication skills have been decided as an official subject. Other skills such as collaboration skills, and problem-solving skills have been crossed into all the subjects for the branches of learning such as Nursing, Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy, etc. at some colleges since 2010 (I.T1.CL.2). These subjects such as Physiotherapy Profession & Basic Processes, Behaviour and Social Research, and Effective Communication in Health Care Relationship often take from 2 credits to 3 credits in each program.

According to the report of policy implications in TS in TVET [20], there are several practical approaches for teaching transferable skills in TVET ranging from, at one end, integrating them into separate theoretical subjects for, at the other end, teaching them as partially or fully integrated into practical subjects. The development of TS is also shown in the activities organised by Youth Unions, and academic - integrated programs that students study both social and specialised knowledge with TS (I.LD1. CL1. CL3). There has been an increase in the competitions related to TS which are held by the college itself and other colleges. For example, at some colleges (CL1, CL2, CL3), TS evaluation respectively includes in the vocational skill competitions or nursing practice sessions. This evaluation is differently conducted in sites. For example, colleges often evaluate students’ TS through daily lessons, mid-term tests and final tests whereas EN evaluates their staff’s TS through observation and monthly or yearly written tests. Although assessment methods can be beneficial for awareness raising and benchmarking at sites, this evaluation has not largely developed yet. It is difficult to incorporate them into the curriculum frameworks (I.T1). The reason is that teaching TS is strongly encouraged in all subjects. It means that most of the colleges require their teachers to integrate teaching TS in each lesson. Teachers foster their students with TS and specify in their teaching objectives while designing in their lesson plans without having specific written policy guidelines from the managing board. That means teachers have to self-study and design the lesson plans that are suitable for their teaching context and students’ levels (CL1, CL2, CL3, CL4).

4.2. Supports from the Managing Board

A significant challenge is a clear guideline on TVET policy about teaching requirements and innovative teaching methods. Those requirements are reminded to bring them into practice in specialized quarterly meetings by the managing board at colleges. TVET teachers feel comfortable with traditional teaching and resist changing their pedagogical practices to foster students’ transferable skills. To help them adapt to changes, leader boards should focus on: (1) teacher training, (2) selection criteria, (3) training material, and (4) awareness raising among all school staffs [20].

The findings revealed that the managing board pays prompt attention to teacher training and materials because the teachers will not be able to successfully integrate TS into their lectures without supporting policies from the managing board (I.LD2.CL3). At other colleges, an increasing consideration in TS from the managing board is revealed (I.LD1.CL1). Training programs on TS teaching have been organized for teachers in four colleges in recent years (I.LD1.LD2) and a tourist enterprise (I.LD5.SP. EN) such as taking part in workshops or seminars on applying TS in teaching and working, methods of imparting TS into lessons. However, it depends on the policy of each college or enterprise. There are
not any official guidelines from the Ministry of Education and Training for T.S teaching. The managing board should encourage their staff to develop and apply innovative teaching methods. The teachers are supported to attend some IT training courses in accordance with Microsoft standard (MOS) to increase the working productivity and support students as well (I.LD1.CL1). Besides, sending teachers to some foreign countries to participate in training courses is an effective way of equipping the skills and knowledge for teachers (I.LD2.CL3, LD1.CL1).

The selection of staff for teaching T.S integrates into the subjects only based on their teaching experience and professional capacity. It is difficult to organize a contest for employees trained well and professionally in T.S will (I.LD2.CL1). However, through the results of the national good vocational contests for vocational teachers/students (I.LD1.CL4) and the numbers of the teachers attain the international certificates such as TOEIC in English and MOS in IT (I.LD1.CL1) school principals can assess how their teachers learn and teach T.S. They are believed these skills are necessary for staff and students in their future careers. It is reflected the current needs as professional skills for all people who seek for a job.

In the school planning and teaching process, the teachers’ abilities and implements depend on their experience and expertise. This report on applying T.S at vocational colleges in Vietnam shows that there are about 30% of teachers who could impart T.S in the subjects and program (I.LD2.CL3). Even only the teachers who have at least 10 years of teaching experience can be chosen to teach T.S (I.T1.CL2). The teachers themselves must self-study and/or share experience from their colleagues in the T.S teaching both communication skills and others (collaboration skills and problem-solving, etc) (I.T1.CL3). One teacher interviewed stated that communication skills and collaboration skills are often imparted flexibly in theoretical lessons and practical lessons (O.T2.CL3).

From a different approach, training and recruitment staffs at the enterprise are always from observation of their employees with feedback and direct advice. Staff takes part in the training courses in T.S including Communication Skills, Negotiation Skills, Customer Service Skills, and exchange with other enterprises in the region and the neighbouring provinces (I.LD.EN; SP.EN). The staff is usually trained by specialists from famous universities and hotels in Vietnam or in Thailand. Additionally, the leaders or experienced staff will train others. However, they face the difficulty of the salary payment because employees trained well and professionally in T.S will move to the other working places with a higher salary (I.LD.EN). Although T.S take a total of 30% in their recruitment criteria they have to take a lot of time to train the employees on how to serve customers professionally (I.LD.EN).

In short, policies, practices and school environment, and supports for teachers play an important part in Vietnamese TVET. They can support and encourage teachers in implementing T.S through teaching methods successfully. From the findings on policies, practices and school environment, and supports for teachers in T.S, T.S should be applied widely and inserted into the curriculum at most of TVET schools in Vietnam so that TS teaching and learning become more sustainable.

5. Imparting Transversal Skills in TVET Pedagogy

This section firstly discusses a brief background of the school environment. Then, current pedagogical practices of T.S are presented in this chapter. It finally examines socio-cultural factors influencing the teaching of T.S because it is believed that there exists a relation of pedagogies with social cultures and supports for teachers in imparting T.S according to Sukhan [22].

5.1. Teaching Transversal Skills in Vietnam

Dumont, Istance, and Benavides explain that learning environment plays an important role in teaching and learning. It has effects on the nature of learning and methods of teaching and learning [23]. Hannafin and Land also affirmed that the learning environment reflects some features of the nature of learning, roles of teachers and roles of learners [24]. Thus, it is very essential to examine the learning environment.

5.2. School Environment

The research explores T.S teaching and learning at 5 research sites including 4 vocational colleges with 4 different majors (Industry, medicine, tourism, and transportation) and a tourism enterprise in the central area of Vietnam. Therefore, each research site has its own strengths and features. The common features of learning and teaching at these colleges are at classrooms and workshops. Classrooms are arranged with desks and chairs in rows for theory delivery. Practice sessions often occur at the workshops, which are equipped with teaching facilities, models, machines and tools. Interestingly, some workshops are divided into a theory section (desks and chairs are arranged in rows) and a practice section (O.CL1, O.CL2, O.CL3). Students often undertake their first period for theory explanation, then, do the practice afterward.

The learning environment of the enterprise is different. Most of teaching and learning are happened in the meeting rooms and at the office during the direct contact and consultation with customers. It is the real-world learning environment supporting learners to improve their skills and knowledge effectively.

5.3. Pedagogy

The current TS pedagogical practices at the research sites are in a variety. T.S at all colleges is inserted in an official curriculum framework, and social and extra-curriculum activities organised by the Communist Youth Union of the colleges. At some colleges, T.S is taught as an elective subject (CL4) students may or may not choose this subject while at
other colleges, these skills are delivered as a core subject in their official training program (CL1.CL2.CL3). In addition, these skills are integrated into some main subjects and teachers often discuss and guide students on how to apply these skills in their professional skills (I.LD.CL2, I.LD.CL1, I.T.CL3). From the observations, discussions during the lesson or questions and instructions given by the teachers in a lesson of a specialised subject included T.S such as communication skills, and problem-solving skills. The following extract from a lesson observed will provide a clear view of the integration of T.S in professional subjects (See Figure 1). The same results found in the interviews. Teachers reaffirmed that they often insert skills of communication and problem-solving in every professional subject where it is relevant (I.CL1.T2; T1; I.CL2.T2.; I.CL3.T1).

Figure 1. Transversal skills are integrated in professional subjects.

Nevertheless, each college has its own major professional focuses; this leads to the different applications of T.S. For example, according to the leader and teachers at CL2 and CL3, communication skills are very important for their students to communicate with patients while the problem-solving skills and collaboration skills are not less essential. In contrast, problem-solving skills are very important for technical professions (CL1 and CL4) although the communication skills and collaboration skills are also recognised as crucial ones for students to find a job and be successful in their future. The specific professions likely reflect a different way of integration. However, all colleges reckon the essence of T.S and delivered partly these skills to their students and employees.

According to the curriculum frameworks of the colleges, there is a main or core subject namely “communication skills” delivered in 30 periods for the second-year students. It can be the delivery of T.S at these colleges. As teachers and leaders at interviews shared that it is hard for students to acquire skills and be able to apply them within 30 periods (I.T.CL4, CL3, CL2, CL1, I.LD.CL2). The teaching methods uncovered during the observations and interviews are transmitting knowledge, or theory delivery with some practical periods of group works and presentation (I.T.CL4), similarly found at the college 2 with a theoretical explanation of principles and standards and then practice them (I.T.CL2). It can be interpreted that the methods gradually help to form skills for students (I.T.CL2). Furthermore, communicative teaching methods, exchanging information, giving a presentation, learning by role-playing, learning by doing are dominant uses at some colleges (CL1, CL3). This may depend on their specialists such as tourism, hotel management. Group discussion is also applied in the TS teaching at these colleges; however, the students’ participation in those group discussion activities reflects the ineffectiveness because of their passive learning style (O.CL2). The extract in Figure 1 also proved for the unsuccessful group discussion. The efforts to apply a student-centred approach and inquiry-based approach in teaching are discovered during the interviews and observations.

Apart from teaching activities at classrooms and workshops, extra curriculum or outside classroom activities are utilized
for T.S teaching such as tours to hotels, organising student parties or playing roles at the college’s hotel (CL3). These activities offer students a real-world learning environment and improve their knowledge and skills.

The finding reveals the application of ICT in teaching T.S at all colleges. Using ICT to support teachers in teaching such as preparing e-lessons with vivid pictures and photos and communicating with students via emails. Most of the teachers at interviews share their efforts in applying ICT with the purpose to find the best ways for students to acquire knowledge and skills.

T.S Teaching in the enterprise is quite different from colleges. It is not only teaching communication skills, problem-solving skills as the colleges but also relates to specific teaching practices for their profession. They are indicated in the findings that teaching does not happen in a formal teaching environment. Work-based learning approach is applied to the enterprise. Learners are trained through learning by experience, learning by doing, learning from others and self-study (O&I.EN). This kind of learning is not only for T.S but also for improving specific professional skills for employees at the enterprises. “Direct comments and advice are given through the observation of staff/apprentices”, shared supervisors. Additionally, supervisors and trainers often guide learners (staff or apprentices) whenever the office is not crowded with customers. Official training at the meeting room of the enterprise with slides and discussion about communication skills for staff is offered nearly every week (I.SP.EN). Outside activities such as cooperating with other enterprises in sports and music are also provided to bring staff and apprentice an opportunity to share their experience in working and daily life.

5.4. Influences of Socio-culture Factors in Teaching T.S

The common feature of all colleges is that students come from different areas in Central Vietnam from the highland to the coast. Students from different cultures, especially international students from Laos or ethnic groups (using their own ethnic languages) in Vietnam, bring lots of barriers for teachers in imparting T.S such as time consuming to explain for them to understand the culture, social values, and specific norms because of their limited Vietnamese language (I.T.CL2, CL3). Furthermore, the typical characteristic of people in Central Vietnam is timid. This is also taken to the classrooms.

5.5. Supports for Teachers

The findings of document analysis and interviews bring to light that there is limited support for teachers who deliver T.S. Most teachers are chosen based on their teaching experience such as 5 or 10 years of experience depending on each research site. Some teachers do not have an opportunity to attend workshops or seminars on how to teach such skills. They all must self-study and share experience with their colleagues.

Staff and apprentices at the enterprise are sometimes sent to other companies for observation, professional development or attending seminars on how to communicate with customers.

In summary, although T.S are imparting into the VET curriculum in Vietnam, teaching and learning of those skills are not effective. Therefore, colleges, organisations and Vietnamese government should have supported such as teachers’ training, organising professional seminars and providing a good learning environment for teachers in improving their skills and knowledge to have an effective delivery of T.S.

6. Assessment of Transversal Skills in TVET

As mentioned previously, the teaching and learning of T.S at vocational institutions occur in classrooms and workshops. Therefore, the assessment of these skills is similarly performed at those places. There are two types of assessment found in all educational settings. The findings show the theoretical assessment through a paper test and the practical assessment at the end of each semester are often used at all colleges. Specifically, all teachers confirm that students are assessed their T.S by mid-term tests and end semester tests as other subjects (I.T.CL1; I.T.CL2; I.T.CL3; I.T.CL4). These mid-term tests and end of semester tests are often paper-based and focused on theoretical knowledge. Students are requested to write their answers to the questions given. Marking on how much knowledge students produced and how well they answered in the paper test based on the supposed responses prepared by the test designers is a common way to assess students’ skills. The test questions are usually related to or included in parts of the lessons delivered. It aims to check the knowledge of how well they memorised the content delivered by the teachers. It is hard in somehow to evaluate acquired skills by paper tests. From the above description, using a paper-pencil test is considered as the nature of T.S assessment at these research sites. In some colleges, students must spend another practical assessment at the workshops (I.T.CL3; I.CL2). At this stage, teachers based on the checklist with assessment criteria to evaluate students such as “Have communication/explanation of the task proposed to do to the patient”; “Follow the right procedure of first aid support” (I.T.CL2); “Have followed all steps of a hotel receptionist when welcoming a new customer: greeting, offer for help” in a role play situation, or their attitude in performing the task (I.T.CL3). All criteria have followed the regulations or procedures of preparing a test including components of a test: attitude behaviour assessment, performance and skills assessment and grading guideline (i.e. 1 point for 1 criterion or 2 points for 1 criterion depending on the designers).

As the teacher and leader explained, the assessment of T.S is shown in the reports and history of each patient (I.LD.CL2; I.T.CL2). It is argued that those who have good communication skills or problem-solving skills usually gain more information about the disease history of patients when they perform their task of exploring the disease history of patients (I.LD.CL2). This is an example of a specific
profession to demonstrate a variety of assessment methods applied at the research sites.

Those descriptions can be interpreted as summative assessments that “are given periodically to determine at a particular point in time what students know and do not know” and are “generally used as part of the grading process” [25]. Although the practical assessments are undertaken, feedbacks are not given to students at the end of each assessment. What students often achieve is shown in the grade (i.e. 8 marks or 7 marks) (LST.CL2, LST.CL1). Such assessment is not formative as William and Leahy define “an assessment is formative to the extent that information from the assessment is fed back within the system and actually used to improve the performance of the system in some way” [26]. Interestingly, apart from those mentioned assessment methods, a part of the formative assessment is believed to be applied at one college where evaluating students through the classroom participation, group-work, and students’ real work is used as the measures to assess T.S (I.T.CL3). It is known as a mark of a learning process; that is the students’ contribution to this subject in a semester including their attendance, participation in discussion and joining in class activities at the colleges. Except from the mid-term test which counts for 40% in the total 100% of the mark for the learning process of that subject, the remainders will be the attendance (10%) and 50% for students’ contribution in doing practice task, homework, or doing quiz respectively. This depends on each teacher. One teacher interviewed shared her experience in marking the learning process that she often gave students to do group work for role place situation and marked on their contribution to the situation (I.CL1.T2. I.CL2.T2. I.CL3.T1). The same mark might be given to the whole group as a mark for their good collaboration. In addition, a short writing task was given to students for their assessment of the learning process. The 10-level grading system for this assessment is similar to the midterm test or end of semester test.

The assessment of these skills is performed in other subjects and accounted for 30% or 40% of their total grades at some colleges (I.T.CL2, I.T.CL3). The integration and assessment of T.S in other subjects are important for students to gain the required skills apart from their professional skills. The assessment of T.S at the tourist enterprise is different from other offices (I.SP.EN; I.LD.EN; I.SF.EN). It is explained that each office has a different criterion and a monthly test for increasing salary is given to all staff (I.SP.EN). It is explained that each office has a different criterion and a monthly test for increasing salary is given to all staff (I.SP.EN). In addition, customers’ comments on the enterprise’s staff via Trip-advisor website are used as the measures of T.S (I.SP.EN; I.LD.EN). As the leader argued the ill performance of staff who get lots of negative comments reveals a low level of T.S such as unskilled problem solving or communication with customers. Therefore, the leader supposed to provide more T.S training for those staff.

From the research findings, the enterprise is applying the formative assessment which is “defined as assessment carried out during the instructional process for the purpose of improving teaching or learning. What makes formative assessment formative is that it is immediately used to make adjustment to form new learning”

Regarding the fairness and validity of the T.S assessment, some teachers and leaders at the colleges think the ways they are applying reveal the genuine results. It is explained that they always carry out the quality assurance and supervision for the assessment (I.LD.CL3). The assessment is often organised at the college level by offices of quality assurance and assessment. It means all the students at the same enrolment year from all faculties will sit in the exam at the same time with the supervision of different teachers (not the teacher who taught these students). Teachers mark papers confidentially without students’ names under the supervision of the Office of Quality Assurance and Assessment. However, some other teachers believe that their assessment reflects the students’ ability relatively because of many factors such as paper-pen exams believed not to reveal a skilled or unskilled person, and students with good communication skills often get better marks on their practice test (I.LD.CL2, I.T.CL2).

Similarly, the fairness and validity of the assessment is approached to be a high level at the enterprise because it combined both the customers’ comments on the website, team leader’s supervision and their self-assessment at the end of each month. However, some staff shared that sometimes the supervisors assess one staff basing on their own feeling toward that staff. All leaders, teachers, supervisors, staff, and students think the socio-cultural factor influence the assessment. The example of students in nice appearance and clothes is often achieved a high grade. Students from ethnic groups often have difficulties in communication skills as well as other skills; therefore, such assessment is unfavourable for them.

The research findings show that there is no application of ICT in the T.S assessment at both colleges and the enterprise. In terms of the good practices of assessing T.S, some leaders and teachers address the assessment template including communication skills, presentation skills, and language skills for every practical period should be put into practice. In conclusion, the summative assessment is used in 4 vocational institutions while the enterprise applies formative assessment. Although all research sites effort to bring fairness and validity to the T.S assessment, the results are reflected a relative assessment.

7. Perception Towards TVET School Practices

The perception towards TVET school practices is explored through the leaders’ views, and the perspectives of teachers and students on the T.S teaching and assessments.

7.1. Leaders’ Views on Teaching and Assessment of Transversal Skills

Current national policies mentioned in chapter 1 on fostering T.S enable leaders of an educational institution to
include in the integration of these competencies into educational practices. Apart from technical competencies, students’ transversal skills after graduation draw more attention from leaders of vocational schools. According to the result of the project, most principals advocate teaching and learning T.S in their current curriculum. They admit that transversal skills are essential skill packages for students in both working and life (I.CL2.LD1; I.CL2.LD1; I.CL3.LD1). Therefore, transversal skills have been applied to some teaching curriculum. Specifically, according to the project outcome, transversal competencies have been taught for students of technical secondary and college level as the compulsory subjects with 2 credits per subject, namely Communication Skills, Time management skills, Working environment and People, and so on (I.CL1.LD1; I.CL3.LD1). These actions encourage students’ learning T.S in class and help them to be ready for the coming working environments.

However, training quality and teacher’s qualification upon T.S is a question. Leaders at some colleges share their concerns about the teaching quality that some teachers haven’t been trained to deliver transversal skills in class. Teachers give instruction derived from their own practical experience (I.CL2.LD1). Training courses for teachers on T.S have rarely been organized. Moreover, the lack of experience in teaching these skills can account for the issue. Actually, only 30 percent of teachers teaching at the Secondary level can have the capacity to teach T.S apart from their major classes (I.CL4.LD1). Those who instruct at the elementary level or short course find it hard to apply transversal competencies during training. Therefore, graduates are not sufficiently prepared to handle issues at work because they are not equipped to do this by their teachers.

Assessment on T.S during practices is determined to evaluate the actual process and identify the gaps between policies and practices at school levels. In fact, skills integrated into other technical majors prevent leaders and teachers from observing and measuring the right nature of the skills (I.CL1.LD2). Assessment on T.S is rather difficult because these skills are not directly related to the main theoretical content of the school’s curricula [24]. Although some institutions have applied T.S in their curriculum and assessment, some leaders indicate that the colleges have not set criteria for assessment on T.S (I.CL2.LD1; I.CL4.LD1). That can be explained those institutions managed by other Ministries (not by the MOET) may not apply the guidelines on implementing soft skills or T.S in their curriculum planning. Therefore, the investigation and assessment in accordance with appropriate scoring scales and documentary in the future should be done (I.CL1.LD2).

7.2. Perceptions of Teachers, Staff, and Supervisors on T.S

The perceptions of teachers, staff, and supervisors on T.S are discussed through the application and implementation of transversal competences into practices. Beside the positive reviews, some issues are generated and featured as the key challenges; specifically, curriculum implementation, skill assessment, facility support, and practical training.

Curriculum implementation plays the most important part of producing students’ outcomes. According to Altbach, the curriculum variety has a certain effect on the quality of students especially their effectiveness after graduation because teaching is structured through programs and courses [27]. Apart from some compulsory subjects on T.S, T.S have been gradually imparted to in other technical subjects. However, in this research, some current curriculum contents cannot provide students with adequate major knowledge and the skills needed (I.CL1.T2). For example, in a technical curriculum of a 2-3 credit subject (30-45 period) (i.e. Welding, Automobile maintenance), teachers are required to cover overall 10 theoretical chapters including practical sections within a limited duration. In the meanwhile, T.S is considered as the elective auxiliary part in the training plan. Therefore, due to the limited teaching duration, training on T.S seems to be ignored. As a result, implementing both curriculum content and transversal competencies is impossible (I.CL4.T1). Another challenge that teachers may confront is the lack of effective evaluation methods in T.S. As stated above, although the teachers’ awareness of T.S has been currently raised, more attention is still paid to the content of traditional modules. For technical modules with imparted skills, the module assessment seems to focus on the major content rather than the skills. This might lead to difficulties in evaluation of students’ T.S among technical majors. To solve this problem, schools ought to train and create an open environment to promote students’ active skills. Moreover, students are required to be on longer probation or bound apprentice during school-time for more experience as practical working entirely differs from theory (I.EN.SF2).

Little training and support reduce stakeholders’ interest and promotion of the educational change. On one hand, teachers are under the pressure to improve students’ practical skills meeting the needs of social change. On the other hand, the workload and rigidity of the technical-majored programs restrict teacher’s professional development (I.CL4.T1, I.CL2.T1). The leaders seem to focus more on majoring knowledge but limitedly invest in enhancing social and working skills (I.CL4.T1). Therefore, most teachers interviewed desire for further training on T.S and updating teaching methodology.

7.3. Students’ Views on T.S Teaching and Learning

Transversal competence has become the key target currently as learning products need to be applicable and matching to work performance. However, the overwhelming demands for skilled graduates remain challenges due to the limited learning knowledge and lack of actual practice of real graduates. Being equipped with official T.S in class, some students have raised the awareness of the importance of skills and prepared their readiness for a future job (I.CL1.ST1& I.CL3.ST1). Students admit that activities and flexible learning such as group work, games, and simulation activities in the class have enhanced their self-confidence in communication, helped to learn from practical situations, and
improved current weaknesses.

Meanwhile, for some students who have not sufficiently equipped with the T.S through lessons, activities outside classrooms are recommended. Some students reveal that through activities the Youth Union leaders organize, students are promoted to open and flexible learning, cooperation, group discussion and management (I.CL1.ST1). As a result, if learners tempt to improve their T.S, besides skill-imparted modules, such skills can be acquired from extra-curriculum activities (I.CL1.ST1, I.CL3.ST1).

Although vocational colleges in the research sites have initially applied and customised their educational framework, there still face challenges to produce relevant learners’ demanding outcomes. Therefore, the situations put the questions toward policymakers and related stakeholders to work out the appropriate solutions.

8. Policy Suggestions and Conclusion

This paper examines ways in which T.S is imparted and assessed in TVET in the Asia – Pacific region and particularly in Vietnam. There are no clear national policies or specific frameworks for T.S in Vietnam. Therefore, MOET and MOLISA should provide all the educational systems with the national policies in the T.S teaching which gives priority to generating high levels of knowledge and skills with attention increasingly to more demanding forms of “21st century competencies” [23]. Such policies help learning more interesting with the theory reduction and practice focus (I.LD2.CL3).

Although T.S is imparting into the VET schools in Vietnam, teaching and learning activities of those skills are not effective. Upgrading or training TVET teachers with both teaching methodology and technical knowledge and skills should be a plan to be conducted annually to meet the demand of TVET activities suitable to the market economy.

Colleges should flexibly and creatively apply the T.S education in their own school practical conditions (I.ST1.CL3). Objectives, content, the method of training and teaching and learning activities should be innovated to meet the needs of the industrialization and modernization (I.LD.EN). TVET, organizations and the Vietnamese government should support teachers and students at vocational schools with the training programs and working skills and knowledge, the effective delivery of T.S (I.T.CL3) or encourage employees with life-long learning to gain further skills and qualifications in response to the national socio-economic development and the integration of ASEAN (I.SF1.SF2.EN). TVET schools which have traditionally provided vocational skills for finding jobs need to pay more attention to improve students’ transversal competences for their future jobs (I.SF2.EN).

TVET colleges need to organize more extra-activities and cooperate with many good enterprises in order that students can experience and study more (I.ST1.CL3). They should give students more chance to exchange graduates who succeed in life/business (I.ST2.CL3).

Additionally, it is necessary to have an official policy from the government in supporting human resources as well as financing from the managing board (LD1.CL1, LD1.CL2). Strengthening the knowledge as well as the skills for the teachers in T.S is of importance.

In short, T.S in vocational education and training play a key factor in ensuring people an effective contribution to their lives and communities. Applying T.S in teaching and learning at colleges aims at equipping students living and working skills that help them more self-confident and have better jobs. This paper concludes that T.S can be found in education and need to impart in curriculum and training policies. However, many potential difficulties in introducing T.S at the college level still exist. Teachers’ training courses in the region or in other countries will cost stakeholders time and fund (I.LD1.CL3). After training, experienced employees tend to move to another company with higher salary. Additionally, there are several elements including facilities, curriculum, pedagogies, and assessment that all influence effective and efficient policy implementation.

Teachers play an important role in teaching and fostering students’ T.S, but there are not any specific guidance or policies for them. Teachers face lots of challenges and time to incorporate T.S in teaching practices. The lack of experienced teachers, pedagogies, learning environment and adequate assessment is also a big gap in education policies and practices. However, with the increasing industry development, teachers, and students should be supported adequately in teaching and learning transversal competences. The closer collaboration and exchange between TVET institutions and industry should be fostered. The flexible career pathways between industry and the trainer profession in TVET institutions should be promoted. Finally, teachers should be encouraged to work temporarily in companies to update their vocational competencies.
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